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Abstract 

Introduction. This case-series study laid out principles for characterization of loading profile applied on 

osseointegrated implant by transtibial bone-anchored prostheses fitted with various feet while presenting benchmark 

loading data.     

Materials and Methods. Three individuals walked, ascended and descended stairs and ramps with instrumented 

prostheses fitted with a load cell as well as usual and anthropomorphic feet successively. The characterization of the 

loading profile involved the comparison of 100 variables including spatio-temporal characteristics, loading 

boundaries, local extremum and impulse.   

Results. The absolute maximum load extracted from 319 gait cycles with both prostheses across all activities was 48 

%BW, 17 %BW and 112 %BW for the forces as well as 2 %BWm, 13 %BWm and 1 %BWm for the moments on 

and around the anteroposterior, mediolateral and long axes of the implant, respectively.  

Discussion. New evidence presented here indicated that a specific and comprehensive loading characterization 

capable to differentiate transtibial bone-anchored prostheses was achievable when relying on tri-axial direct 

measurements, recording a range of daily activities in addition of walking and considering at least nine loading 

extremum. 

Conclusions: Prosthetic care providers could use this characterization for evidence-based fitting of components to 

growing population of individuals with transtibial amputation fitted with osseointegrated implant worldwide. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Transtibial bone-anchored prostheses: Potential 

fitting option 

Recent studies confirmed that osseointegrated 

implants enabling attachment of bone-anchored 

prosthesis (BAP) have the potential to provide 

significant clinical benefits to individuals with 

transfemoral amputation, particularly those who could 

not be fitted acceptably with socket-suspended 

prostheses (e.g., none-prosthetic users).[1-5] Risks of 

loosening and recurrent superficial and deep infections 

as well as breakage of implant parts are deemed 

acceptable by treating teams, although there are yet to be 

satisfactorily resolved.[3, 5-10] Provision of transfemoral 

BAP appeared cost-effective compared to socket-

suspended prostheses from a governmental 

perspective.[11-13]  

These promising outcomes have encouraged 

developments of innovative surgical procedures to treat 

more frequent, but possibly more complex, case-mixes 

including transtibial with amputation (TTA).[14, 15] For 

instance, a surgical procedure combining total knee 

replacement and insertion of press-fit osseointegrated 

implant was created to enable attachment of BAP for 

TTAs with short residuum.[15]   

Little is known about the clinical outcomes of 

surgical direct skeletal attachment specific to TTA, 

particularly the benefits (e.g., function, health-related 

quality life, cost-effectiveness) and safety (e.g., 

loosening, infection, breakage of components). [6, 15-17]  

Nonetheless, in all cases, the control of infection during 

the lifetime of these patients is paramount to prevent the 

undesirable setback of a transfemoral amputation that 

will significantly further decrease their quality of life.[18] 

https://journals.lww.com/jpojournal/Abstract/publishahead/Loading_Applied_on_Osseointegrated_Implant_by.99857.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/jpojournal/Abstract/publishahead/Loading_Applied_on_Osseointegrated_Implant_by.99857.aspx
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The clinical success of these procedures relies strongly 

on the generation and sustainability of sufficient 

osseointegration around the implanted part during post-

operative rehabilitation (e.g., progressive load bearing 

exercises) and daily activities (e.g., regular and 

challenging loads), respectively.[10, 19]  

 

Prosthetic loading profile: Importance of 

characterization 

It is commonly accepted that osseointegration 

is, in part or in whole, achieved proportionally to the 

loading regimen transmitted to the implant by BAP 

overtime.[20-24] Knowledge of the loading regimen is 

particularly critical for TTA fitted with BAP because the 

loading is directly translated from the ground to the 

implant via a single foot unit in contrast with tansfemoral 

BAP requiring an additional knee unit.[25-30] An 

understanding of the loading regimen could be achieved 

through a so-called characterization of loading profile 

defined as a process of identifying and reporting specific 

loading variables prone to affect bone/implant interface. 

By definition, individual loading variables are affected 

by a combination of intrinsic factors associated with 

choice and alignment of foot and ankle units as well as 

extrinsic factors including the actual usage of the 

prosthesis during daily living, as illustrated in Figure 

1.[31]  

Clearly, prosthetic feet fitted in transtibial BAP 

play a critical role in osseointegration in particular and 

clinical outcomes at large.[32, 33] They are the sole loading 

components fitted by prosthetists (e.g., choice, 

alignment) and subjected to cost-benefit analysis by 

funders (e.g., end-users, reimbursement bodies).[12] The 

choice of this component is typically based on clinical 

experience of the prosthetist who considers altogether 

manufacturer’s and provider’s instructions, strength of 

osseointegration, functional outcomes, lifestyle and 

cost.[12, 13, 34, 35] Prosthetists could select a foot unit with a 

broad range of designs. Some are with or without 

anthropomorphic characteristics presenting a moment of 

resistance to dorsiflexion versus angle of dorsiflexion 

diagram with nonlinear convex and concave shape as 

defined in Pitkin et al (2010) and reported in previous 

studies, respectively.[36-42]  

 

Extraction of loading data: Limitations of fixed 

equipment 

One way to characterize the loading profile of 

transtibial BAP with a specific design is to rely on typical 

inverse dynamics equations providing comprehensive 

dynamics and kinematics information responsible for 

prosthetic and sound ankle, knee and hip joint 

kinetics.[43-50] However, this approach requires fixed 

equipment placed in delimited space. Ground reaction 

forces and moments are collected using floor-mounted 

force-plates while linear and angular position of lower 

limb segments within a calibrated pre-set volume are 

captured using 3D motion analysis system.[43, 44, 51, 52] 

Instrumentation of walkways as well as stairs and ramps 

is possible but tedious and often costly. Number of steps 

considered is limited by the number of force-plates and 

cameras. The sole contact of each foot on a force-plate 

required for valid dynamic measurements is commonly 

achieved through personalized arrangement of the 

starting point and/or force-plates positioning to avoid 

targeting and/or repetitive recording of invalid trials.[43-

45] Finally, inverse dynamics calculations are potentially 

sensitive to accurate extraction of inertial characteristics 

of prosthetic components.[53] Altogether, the extraction 

of the loading profile using this approach is resource 

intensive and partially realistic. 

 

Portable kinetic system: Solution for ecological 

assessments  

Alternatively, loading profile of transtibial BAP 

fitted with a given foot can be characterized using direct 

kinetic measurements relying on portable tri-axial 

transducers embedded in the prosthesis.[26, 27, 29, 31, 44, 46, 51, 

52, 54-70] This method has been used in previous studies 

involving case-series of TTAs fitted with socket-

suspended prostheses that reported force versus moment 

in various planes during several walking activities (e.g., 

walking and turning round a circle) to compare prosthetic 

feet, determine the effect of anteroposterior alignment 

perturbations on rollover and predict intrasocket 

pressures.[25-27]  

Previous direct measurements of loading 

applied on osseointegrated implants were also performed 

during rehabilitation program (e.g., static load bearing, 

use of walking aids), standardised (e.g., walking, 

ascending and descending stairs and ramps) and 

unscripted daily activities (e.g., open environment) as 

well as a fall but only for small cohorts of individuals 

fitted with transfemoral BAP.[31, 44, 51, 52, 58-70] A single-

case study suggested ways to characterize the specific 

loading contribution of transfemoral BAP fitted with 

mechanical and microprocessor controlled knees 

units.[31]  

One of the typical limitations of these direct 

measurements was that explanations about the causes of 

the sole loading profile extracted were limited by the lack 

of complementary kinematic information. However, this 

method could allow prosthetic care providers to assess an 

unlimited number of steps and activities, making loading 

information extracted possibly somewhat more 

ecological and, therefore, more realistic.[59, 60]  

 

Transtibial BAP loading: Need for characterization 

In summary, there is a body of literature 

demonstrating the benefits of using direct kinetic 

measurements to assess BAP loading but there is little 

evidence showing the ability these measurements to 

differentiate loading profile associated with particular 

components, let alone feet units. Information currently 

available can only partially assist in the development of 

comprehensive loading characterization of transtibial 

BAP capable to back up prosthetics fitting choices. One 

can logically assume that the methodological principles 

underlying the collect, analysis and reporting of loading 

profile laid out in studies focusing on transfemoral BAP 
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should be fairly applicable to the characterization of 

loading applied on implant of TTAs fitted with BAP. 

However, this work is yet to be achieved.  

Altogether, there is a need to establish a specific 

characterization of forces and moments applied on the 

three axes of osseointegrated implant of TTAs relying on 

state-of-the-art wireless compact tri-axial transducer 

capable to conduct ecological kinetic assessments of 

ambulation that is relevant to engineers, clinicians and 

biomechanists for better evidence-based design, fitting 

and assessments of transtibial BAP.  

 

Objectives 

The ultimate aim of this work was to improve 

the understanding of the actual daily loading regimen 

applied on osseointegrated implant of TTAs fitted with 

BAP. 

 The main purpose of this observational case-

series study was to present a comprehensive 

characterization of prosthetic loading profile susceptible 

to reflect the effect of various foot units on 

osseointegrated implant of three individuals with 

unilateral TTA during daily activities.    

The specific objectives were: 

1. To present the primary outcome corresponding to 

prosthetic loading data (i.e., three axial forces and 

moments) as well as secondary outcomes including 

a total of up to 390 variables comprising a set of 

three temporal characteristics, 36 loading 

boundaries, onset and magnitude of a maximum of 

18 local extremum and three impulse variables for 

each of the five standardized daily activities (i.e., 

straight level walking, ascending and descending 

stairs and ramp) while fitted with instrumented 

BAPs, with a particular emphasis on variability. 

2. To compare these prosthetic loading characteristics 

when participants were fitted with two instrumented 

BAPs each including load cell, their own 

connectors, pylon and footwear as well as (A) their 

usual foot units (i.e., RUSH, Trias, Triton) and (B) 

an anthropomorphic foot (i.e., Free-Flow Foot) 

using a set threshold to differentiate characteristics 

above minimum clinically important difference. 

3. To suggest a comprehensive and specific, but yet 

transferable, characterization of loading profile of 

BAP fitted to TTAs build upon the extraction of 

variables the most sensitive to prosthetic feet.  

 

* Figure 1 * 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Participants 

This study involved all Queensland-based 

individuals with unilateral TTA fitted with a BAP using 

a so-called arm-length recruitment strategy applied by 

local prosthetists. No exclusion criteria were applied for 

gender, age, weight and height or level of activity.  The 

specific inclusion criterion included (A) having circa six 

centimeters clearance between the percutaneous part of 

the implant and ankle joint to fit the load cell as well as 

(B) being fully rehabilitated for at least 18 months, (C) 

capable to walk 200 m independently with BAP and (D) 

free of pain and infection at the time of recording. Human 

research ethics approval was received from the research 

institution. Written consent was obtained from all 

participants.  

 

Apparatus 

The load applied on the implant was measured 

while participants used two instrumented prostheses 

including their own usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) 

foot successively. It should be highlighted that FFF 

developed by the Ohio Willow Wood has 

anthropomorphic design featuring a cam-rolling 

mechanism replicating resistance to dorsiflexion of 

concave shape seen in anatomical ankle. This is in a 

contrast with other prostheses with rigid ankles 

characterized as non-anthropomorphic.[37]  

The instrumented prostheses included personal 

footwear, either USU or FFF foot, a pylon, a load cell 

attached with pyramidal adaptors and a connector 

clipped onto percutaneous part of press-fit 

osseointegrated implant (Figure 1). 

A qualified prosthetist (CPO) with over 30 

years of experience, including several years working 

with BAP, handled all aspects of prosthesis fitting.  

The loading applied on the implant was 

measured using a tri-axial portable kinetic system (e.g., 

iPecsLab, RTC, US) set at 200 Hz including a load cell 

sending loading data wirelessly to a receiver connected 

to a laptop nearby. The three components of forces and 

moments were measured with previously established 

accuracy better than 1 N and 1 Nm, respectively.[31, 49, 58-

60] The prosthetist aligned the coordinate system of load 

cell so that its vertical axis was co-axial with the long 

(LG) axis of the implant and the other axes corresponded 

to the anatomical anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral 

(ML) directions of the implant (Figure 1). Forces acting 

along the AP, ML and LG axes were denoted as FAP 

(anterior was positive), FML (lateral was positive), and 

FLG (compression was positive), respectively. Moments 

about the three axes were denoted as MAP (lateral rotation 

was positive), MML (anterior rotation was positive) and 

MLG (external rotation was positive), respectively.  

 

Recording 

First, the prosthetist assembled the 

instrumented prosthesis with the load cell and selected 

foot as described above. Then, the prosthetists proceed to 

dynamic alignment of each prosthesis replicating as 

closely as possible to the bespoke participants’ original 

alignment. Participants acclimated for approximately 15 

min with prosthesis before assessment to ensure 

minimum confidence and comfort. Next, participants 

were asked to perform between three and five trials of 

five standardized daily activities including straight-line 

level walking (5 – 10 m walkway), ascending and 

descending ramp (2.5 m, 13.7 deg incline) and stairs (3 

stairs, 20 cm height, 24.5 cm deep, 100 cm wide) 

following protocol previously used for individuals with 
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transfemoral amputation (Figure 1).[31, 59, 60] Participants 

were instructed to complete each activity at a self-

selected comfortable pace as well as to use handrails and 

take sufficient rest between trials to avoid fatigue if 

needed. Finally, the prosthesis was removed to allow 

load cell bench top calibration post recording with 

dynamic alignment (i.e., zero-offset). 

 

Processing 

The primary outcomes corresponding to the 

series of raw forces and moments were imported and 

processed in a customized Matlab software program 

(The MathWorks Inc., MA, USA) as detailed 

previously.[31, 58-60, 64, 70] The load data were offset 

according to the magnitude of the load recorded during 

calibration. The first and last strides recorded for each 

trial were removed to avoid considering gait initiation 

and termination, respectively. Heel contact and toe-off 

events were selected manually using FLG. Datasets were 

time-normalized from 0 to 100 throughout the gait cycle 

(GC) or support phases (SUP) to facilitate averaging of 

trials and reporting of events and extremum in 

percentage of GC (%GC) or SUP (%SUP), respectively. 

Forces and moments for each gait cycle (GC) were 

normalized from 0 to 100 to facilitate averaging of trials 

and reporting of events in percentage of GC (%GC). 

Forces and moments data were also expressed as 

percentage of bodyweight (%BW and %BWm) to 

facilitate group averaging, respectively.  

 

Characterization 

The secondary outcomes constituting the basic 

characterization of a prosthetic foot loading involved up 

to 75 variables for a given activity or 390 variables for 

all activities, as represented in Figure 1, including a 

series of:  

• Three spatio-temporal characteristics per activity 

including the cadence in strides per minute for a 

given trial as well as the duration of GC in seconds 

and the support phases in %GC. These 

characteristics are surrogate measurements of the 

functional outcomes that can be readily compared 

with other symptomatic or able-bodied 

populations.[64]  

• A total of 36 loading boundaries per activity 

corresponding to magnitude of minimum and 

maximum as well as the absolute maximum of the 

three components of forces expressed in %BW and 

N as well as moments expressed in %BWm and Nm 

for all gait cycles considered without consideration 

for the time of occurrence. This information is 

necessary to determine to which extent the actual 

loading applied relates to the loading tolerances of 

generic (e.g., foot) and specific (e.g., implant, 

connector, protective device) BAP components.  

• Up to 18 loading local extremum per activity 

including up to three extremum for each of the three 

components of forces and moments as described 

previously. [31, 58-61]  An extrema was defined as a 

point of inflection between loading slopes occurring 

consistently over successive GC for a given activity 

across all participants. Each extrema was detected 

semi-automatically by searching the maximum or 

minimum loading magnitude within a set time 

window selected manually. Extremum detected for 

each GC were described by a time of occurrence or 

onset expressed in percentage of support phase 

(%SUP) as well as a magnitude normalized by 

bodyweight (%BW or %BWm). Both onset and 

magnitude of extremum are necessary to develop 

subsequent automated pattern recognition of daily 

activities loading. Furthermore, particular discrete 

information at a point of time during the support 

phase (e.g., push off) extracted from continuous 

loading profile generated by a foot with unique 

design could be associated with regional 

osseointegration around implant.[21, 22]  

• Three impulse variables per activity expressed in 

%BWs were determined using conventional 

trapezoid method to integrate the area under of the 

three bodyweight normalized components of the 

force–time curves for each support phase. The 

impulse can be used as a clinical indicator reflecting 

the loading regimen that is useful to determine 

prosthesis usage and estimate components 

fatigue.[31, 59, 60] 

 

Comparative analysis 

 Only the average and one standard deviation of 

each secondary outcome for a given prosthesis will be 

presented here. Supplement individual data will be 

presented in a subsequent a Data-in-Brief publication.    

The variability of a dataset was determined 

using the percentage of variation (PV= absolute 

[[standard deviation / mean] x100]). We considered that 

PV inferior or superior to 20% indicated a low and high 

variability, respectively. 

The difference between feet for each of the 

secondary outcome was determined with FFF minus 

USU. Therefore, a positive and negative difference for a 

variable indicated that FFF was algebraically larger or 

smaller than USU, respectively. We determined whether 

differences are clinically meaningful by comparing it to 

a predetermined threshold. We considered that a 

difference superior and inferior to 10% was above and 

below a minimum clinically important difference 

(MCID), respectively. This threshold could appear low 

compared to other studies comparing prosthetic knee 

units suggesting that an MCID of 20% might be 

relevant.[71] We believe a lower threshold is justified in 

the particular case of individuals with TTAs fitted with 

BAP given their increase proprioception due to 

osseoperception provided by osseointegrated implant.[72]  

A lower threshold also contributed to a more 

conservative appraisal of differences in loading profiles 

between feet and discrimination of most sensitive 

variables. 

 

RESULTS 

The demographic, amputation and prosthetic 
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information for the two males and one female who 

participated in study between May and July 2017 were 

summarized in Table 1. The usual prostheses included a 

RUSH foot (RUSH, US) and running shoes, Trias 1C30 

(Otto Bock, US) and running shoes as well as Triton - 

Vertical shock 1C6 (Otto Bock, US) for Participants 1, 2 

and 3, respectively. Only P2 used a foot recommended 

for transfemoral BAP prostheses fitted to screw-type 

fixation.[73] Their surgical procedure creating the direct 

skeletal attachment involved a total knee replacement 

and implantation of press-fit osseointegrated implant.[15] 

All participants were active with an overall fairly high 

ambulatory capacity.  

 

* Table 1 * 

 

A total of 319 GCs were analysed, including 

150 and 169 with USU and FFF feet, respectively. An 

overview of the mean and standard deviation pattern of 

the load applied on implant fitted with both feet during 

the support phase of walking, ascending and descending 

ramp and stairs are presented in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 

respectively. The characterization of the loading profile 

applied with each foot involved comparing 100 variables 

as detailed below.  

 

* Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 * 

 

Spatio-temporal characteristics 

As presented in Table 2, 11 (73%) and 13 (87%) 

out of the 15 spatio-temporal characteristics considered 

for all activities showed a low variability with the USU 

and FFF feet, respectively. Only 3 (20%) characteristics 

were above MCID including the duration of GC during 

ascending ramp and both stairs activities.    

       

  

* Table 2 * 

 

Loading boundaries  

As detailed in Table 3, the loading boundaries 

across all participants and activities ranged between -20 

%BW and 48 %BW or -215 N and 451 N on FAP, -9 

%BW and 17 %BW or -75 N and 179 N on FML, -24 

%BW and 112 %BW or -252 N and 1,179 N on FLG, -2 

%BWm and 1 %BWm or -24 Nm and 11 Nm on MAP, -

4 %BWm and 13 %BWm or -45 Nm and 141 Nm on 

MML, -1 %BWm and 1 %BWm or -9 Nm and 13 Nm on 

MLG. The largest difference in loading between both feet 

across all axis and activities were 17 %BW and 155.67 

N for forces as well as 3 %BWm and 38.08 Nm for the 

moments.  

 

* Table 3 * 

  

Local extremum  

A total of 34 out of 90 potential local extremum 

across all activities were extracted as they occurred 

consistently for all participants (i.e., FAP1, FAP2, FML1, 

FLG1, MAP1, MML1, MML2, MLG1, MLG2), including seven 

for the level walking, ascending and descending ramps 

as well as eight and five for ascending and descending 

stairs, respectively.  

Onsets presented in Table 4 showed low 

variability for 11 (32%) and 8 (24%) extremum with 

USU and FFF feet, respectively. The difference of onset 

was above MCID for 15 (44%) extremum including 3 

(9%), 4 (12%), 3 (9%), 4 (12%) and 1 (3%) during 

walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs, 

respectively. 

Magnitudes presented in Table 5 showed low 

variability for 8 (24%) and 7 (21%) extremum with USU 

and FFF feet, respectively. The difference of magnitude 

was above MCID for 16 (47%) extremum including 3 

(9%), 4 (12%), 3 (9%), 4 (12%) and 1 (3%) during 

walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs, 

respectively. The loading with FFF increased above 

MCID for FAP1, MAP1 and MML1 during walking, FAP2 and 

MML1 during ascending ramp, FAP2, MAP1, MML1 and 

MLG1 during descending ramp as well as FAP2 during 

descending stairs. The loading with FFF decreased above 

MCID for MAP1 and MML2 during ascending ramp, MML2 

during descending ramp, FML1, MML1, MML2, MLG1 during 

ascending stairs as well as MAP1 during descending stairs.    

 

* Table 4, Table 5* 

 

Impulse  

As presented in Table 6, 2 (13%) and 3 (20%) 

out of the 15 impulse variables considered for all 

activities showed a low variability for the USU and FFF 

feet, respectively. A total of 7 (47%) variables were 

above MCID including increase and decrease of IAP 

during ascending and descending ramp, decrease of IML 

during ramps and stairs activities and decrease of ILG 

during ascending stairs, respectively.  

 

* Table 6 * 

 

DISCUSSION 

Outcomes 

Firstly, this study provided some information 

about the loading profile applied on implant by 

transtibial BAP fitted with two types of prosthetic feet 

(e.g., variability, differences).  

The variability of the secondary outcomes with 

either foot followed a trend previously demonstrated for 

transfemoral BAP showing low variability in spatio-

temporal characteristics and high variability in both 

onset and magnitude of local extremum and impulse.[31, 

59, 60, 64] The variability in onset and magnitude of 

extremum seemed to be higher during walking and stairs 

activities, as well as descending ramp with FFF 

compared to USU, respectively. However, the variability 

in impulse was similar for both feet but lower with FFF 

during ascending stairs.  

The magnitude of the load using either foot was 

also within an expected range based on previous direct 

measurements of loading applied on implant of 

transfemoral BAP. The loading boundaries were 
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comparable for both feet in all activities. Participants 

applied up to 48 %BW, 17 %BW and 112 %BW on the 

FAP, FML and FLG, as well as 2.20 %BWm, 13.17 %BWm 

and 1.19%BWm around the MAP, MML and MLG of the 

implant.  

Interestingly, the differences in onset and 

magnitude of extremum between feet appeared 

inconsistently decreased and/or increased below and/or 

above MCID across activities except for LLG1, MAP1 and 

MML1. LLG1 was the only extrema consistently below 

MCID for all activities. MAP1 and MML1 were the most 

frequently above MCID across all activities except for 

the onset during descending ramps and stairs and for the 

magnitude during ascending and descending stairs, 

respectively. The differences in impulse between feet 

was also inconsistently decreased and/or increased above 

and/or below MCID across activities.  

Differences in loading extremum and impulse 

between USU and FFF can only be minimally attributed 

to spatial-temporal characteristics since the cadence and 

duration of the gait cycles were comparable for both feet 

while performing each activity. Therefore, these 

differences could be possibly explained by the 

combination of short acclimation with FFF and, more 

importantly, the specific mechanical contribution of 

specific feet inherent to non-anthropomorphic (USU) 

and anthropomorphic (FFF) designs.  

Secondly, this study provided some insights 

into the creation of specific and comprehensive 

characterization of loading profile of prosthetic feet for 

transtibial BAP.  

Results highlighted some limitations of visual 

observations and possibly basic assessments (e.g., 

podometers) of spatio-temporal characteristics alone as 

they were the least sensitive to differences in foot design. 

It is difficult to ascertain if an expert can visually 

discriminate differences in loading. Hence, these results 

confirmed the benefits for prosthetic care providers to 

rely on complementary direct loading measurements 

providing individualized insight into impact of 

components.   

Furthermore, this study confirmed that a 

loading characterization could rely on portable tri-axial 

load cell for ecological, but standardized, assessment of 

daily activities as demonstrated previously.[31, 51, 58-60, 64, 

66] Results showed that assessing straight level walking 

alone might only partially reflect the actual loading 

regimen applied on implant during daily life given that 

most maximum loading occurred during other activities, 

particularly ascending ramp. More practically, this study 

indicated that at least nine extremum (i.e., FAP1, FAP2, 

FML1, MAP1, MAP2, MML1, MML2, MLG1 and MLG2) might be 

sufficient to show not only the differences between feet 

constructs but also particular loading effects of a specific 

foot design. 

 

Limitations 

This study involved a limited number of 

participants but altogether representing 42% of existing 

population of TTA fitted with press-fit implant 

worldwide. The shortcomings in the recording of the 

loading data included the individualized positioning of 

the load cell in relation to the implant depending on 

individual length of residuum, the short staircase, the 

short acclimation time with FFF, the range of ankle units 

considered in the USU group and lack of blinding of 

components.[33] The analysis relied on educated choices 

of thresholds to appreciate low variability (PV<20%) and 

clinical differences (MCID<10%). Furthermore, the 

interpretation was limited by the lack of assessment of 

confounders associated with spatial gait characteristics 

(e.g., walking base, step and stride length), as well as 

dynamics (e.g., ground and handrail reaction forces), 

kinematics (e.g., trunk bending, knee range of 

movement) and kinetics (e.g., prosthesis ankle stiffness, 

knees and hips joint power) information as well as 

participants’ subjective feedback (e.g., comfort score). 

 

Generalization 

The generalization of loading data must be 

considered carefully giving the typical intrinsic 

shortcoming of a case-series study and limitations listed 

above. Nonetheless, this study provided initial 

benchmark of kinetic data of a small cohort but yet 

representative of current existing population of TTAs 

fitted with BAP. The difference in loading extremum 

showed between participants fitted with different feet 

confirmed both the benefits of individualized 

assessments when looking at loading effects of specific 

components and the need to consider participants fitted 

with homogenous component’s design while conducting 

observational cohort studies, if possible. 

More generalizable are the methodological 

contributions listed above for a comprehensive 

recording, analysis and reporting the prosthetic loading 

characteristics. Indeed, this information should be 

considered and, possibly, educate the design of 

subsequent studies focusing on characterization of 

kinetics data for TTA fitted with BAP (e.g., purchase of 

equipment, environment and duration of recording, 

software development for analysis). For example, proper 

consideration to the relevant number of extremum might 

reduce noticeably computing time, particularly when 

detected manually.  

 

Future studies 

The proposed characterization will facilitate 

future longitudinal studies comparing prostheses 

constructs (e.g., components, alignment, 

anthropomorphicity) for a larger cohort of individuals 

with TTA fitted with a BAP or even a socket-suspended 

prosthesis. This will provide further information and, 

eventually, a better understanding of intra- and inter-

variability between participants, attachments, 

components and activities. 

Opportunities for cross-sectional studies are 

endless, particularly for the ones associating the 

proposed characterization with complementary 

mechanical (e.g., dynamics, kinematics, kinetics 

characteristics), physiological (e.g., electromyography 
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of residuum muscles, metabolic energy consumption) 

and participant’s experience (e.g., comfort score, MCID 

threshold) data. Establishing how prosthetic loading with 

different ankle stiffness profile participate in the 

development of osseointegration over time will be 

particularly valuable. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

An attempt to develop a comprehensive 

characterization of loading profile of bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted to individuals with transtibial 

amputation was shared for the first time. This work was 

an initial effort toward laying out characterization 

principles for kinetic analysis while providing initial 

benchmark of ecological loading data.  

Altogether, this study should be considered as a 

stepping-stone for prosthetic care providers responsible 

for addressing the ever increasing demand for stronger 

evidence-based fitting of components to justify cost-

benefit of clinical decision-making and subsequent 

prescription choices for growing population of 

individuals fitted with transtibial osseointegrated implant 

worldwide.  

 

ABREVIATIONS  

%BW: Percentage of body weight 

%BWm: Percentage of body weight per metre 

%SUP: Percentage of support phase 

AP: Anteroposterior axis of the implant 

BAP: Bone-anchored prosthesis 

BW: Body weight 

FAP: Component of the force applied on the 

anteroposterior axis of the implant 

FFF: Free-Flow foot and ankle 

FLG: Component of the force applied on the long axis of 

the implant 

FML: Component of the force applied on the mediolateral 

axis of the implant 

GC: Gait cycle 

IAP: Impulse of FAP 

ILG: Impulse of FLG  

IML: Impulse of FML  

IRT: Impulse of FRT  

LG: Long axis of the implant 

MAP: Moment around the anteroposterior axis of the 

implant 

MCID: Minimum clinically important difference 

ML: Mediolateral axis of the implant 

MLG: Moment around the long axis of the implant 

MML: Moment around the mediolateral axis of the 

implant 

P: Participants (P1, P2, P3)  

PV: Percentage of Variation 

SUP: Support phasis of gait cycle 

TTA: Individuals with transtibial amputation 

USU: Participant’s own “usual” prosthesis 
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Figure 1. Overview of list of spatio-temporal characteristics, loading boundaries (e.g., minimum, maximum, 

absolute maximum), local extremum (e.g., onset, magnitude) and impulse variables considered to characterize 

prosthetic loading regimen depending on the combination of intrinsic factors including instrumented bone-

anchored prosthesis fitted with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet and extrinsic factors related to usage during 

standardized daily activity for Participant 3. 
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Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of the load applied on osseointegrated implant by bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during the support phase of walking. 
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Figure 3. Mean and standard deviation of the load applied on osseointegrated implant by bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during the support phase of ascending ramp. 
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Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation of the load applied on osseointegrated implant by bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during the support phase of descending ramp. 
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Figure 5. Mean and standard deviation of the load applied on osseointegrated implant by bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during the support phase of ascending stairs. 
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Figure 6. Mean and standard deviation of the load applied on osseointegrated implant by bone-anchored 

prosthesis fitted usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during the support phase of descending stairs 
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Table 1. Individual (P1, P2, P3) and grouped (All) demographics and amputation information as well as 

components of the usual prosthesis. M: Male, F: Female, L: Left, R: Right, OI: osseointegration, %LoL: 

percentage of length of sound leg. 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of spatio-temporal characteristics including cadence, duration of gait cycle 

(GC) and support phasis while using usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during activities of daily living. H: 

High PV, L: Low PV, A: Above MCID, B: Below MCID. 
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Table 3. Loading boundaries including minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) magnitude of forces (F) expressed 

in %BW and N, and moments (M) expressed in %BWm and Nm, on the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) 

and long (LG) axes of the implant fitted with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during activities of daily 

living.   
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Table 4. Mean and standard deviation of onset expressed in percentage of the support phase of local extremum 

of forces and moments on the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and long (LG) axes of the implant fitted 

with usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during activities of daily living. H: High PV, L: Low PV, A: Above 

MCID, B: Below MCID.   
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Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of magnitude of local extremum of forces in %BW and moments in %BWm 

on the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and long (LG) axes of the implant fitted with usual (USU) and 

Free-Flow (FFF) feet during activities of daily living. H: High PV, L: Low PV, A: Above MCID, B: Below MCID.   
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Table 6. Mean and standard deviation of impulse on the anteroposterior (IAP), mediolateral (IML) and long (ILG) 

axes expressed in %BWs during support phase while using usual (USU) and Free-Flow (FFF) feet during activities 

of daily living. H: High PV, L: Low PV, A: Above MCID, B: Below MCID. 
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